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FAITH: SECURITY IN OUR GREAT
GOD
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Text: Romans 4:13-22
Central Truth: God invites us to take Him at His word for salvation
and all of life simply by believing and trusting Him.
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vv.13-17 I. The Principle of Faith: Salvation Must be by Faith and
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Not by Human Works

Not by Human Works

v.13 In Genesis 12:1-3; 17:4-6, God made an unconditional promise to
Abraham which was ultimately fulfilled in Jesus! It was based solely on
faith!
v.14 Paul emphasizes the incompatibility of law and grace (faith). They
are mutually exclusive! We can not mix law and grace.
v.15 The Old Testament Law’s purpose was to show the Jews that they
could not measure up to God’s standard.
v.16 Eternal security is based on God’s ever sustaining grace and not our
performance.
v.17 cf. Genesis 17:5
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vv.18-22 II. The Power of Faith: Faith is Only as Good as the Object
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v.19 Obviously, a hundred-year-old man and his ninety-year-old infertile
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wife cannot produce a child!
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v.20 Abraham’s faith was not something he produced from within
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himself. It was God who strengthened him and gave him this faith!
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vv.21-22 Abraham waited twenty-five years for God to fulfill His promise
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of giving him a son!
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